Artinside Gallery+

Artinside Gallery+
A marketing tool, in aug�ented realit�

Artinside Gallery+ is an innovative software service for artists
and art galleries that allows them to easily and cost-effectively
set up their own virtual exhibition, offering their visitors and
customers a level of realism and involvement that was
unthinkable just a few years ago, thanks to the use of
augmented reality, cloud computing, and an app for
smartphones and tablets that is used to access individual art
collections.
Artinside Gallery+ is, first and foremost, a powerful
marketing tool made available to independent artists and art
galleries, designed specifically to promote their art collections,
and to increase the likelihood of selling their works, through an
original use of augmented reality.

Augmented reality is a technology that allows you to enrich
your sensory perception by superimposing a digital content on
the real world.
And it is thanks to the synthesis between the real world and
the digital world offered by augmented reality that, by using
Artinside Gallery+, artists and art galleries can now offer their
visitors and clients (professionals and non-professionals) an
absolutely engaging and innovative experience, which allows
them to better appreciate every single work of art, almost as if
they were inside a real exhibition space.
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The Structure of Artinside Gallery+: the Pavilion
Artinside Gallery+ allows independent artists and art galleries to set up their own "pavilion": a virtual exhibition space consisting
of 5 rooms, containing up to 25 artworks - reproduced as digital images - which are however "materialized" in life size around
visitors - as if hung on invisible walls - through the use of a free downloadable app for smartphones and tablets.
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The Artinside
Gallery+ App: for
Exhibitors

The Artinside
Gallery+ App: for
Exhibitors

Show your Pavilion
in Augmented
Reality, in Florence!

The Artinside Gallery+ app, which
can be downloaded free of charge for
iPhone and iPad, allows exhibitors
(artists and art galleries) to easily
create videos of their Pavilion in
augmented reality, anywhere in the
world. The videos created with
Artinside Gallery+ can then be
published on marketing channels and
shared on social networks with
followers, to present artworks in an
engaging, innovative and accurate
way, spreading the brand.

The same Artinside Gallery+ app,
makes it easy for visitors (especially
professionals interested in buying and
selling works of art) to enjoy a first-hand
experience of visiting the collections, very
close to that possible only by visiting a
real exhibition space, but with all the
advantages of a totally digital and virtual
solution, which can therefore be used
anywhere (outdoors or indoors) on their
device, at any time, and updated in real
time.

As an additional service, Artebinaria
offers you the opportunity to create for
you a professional video of your pavilion,
displayed in Augmented Reality in an
evocative location in Florence. Many
artists have already chosen to take
advantage of this exceptional service, to
present their work in a highly original and
evocative way.

Visitors can create and share their
own augmented reality videos of the
Pavilions, too, further increasing the
visibility of the exhibitors.
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The QR Code Card

Info Sheets About Artworks and
Artists

Artebinaria also provides each exhibitor (artist or art
gallery) with a special personal QR Code Card to accompany
their pavilion, representing a direct invitation to visit, which
can be displayed on their website, on their social channels, or
printed as a business card or inserted in a brochure, or sent
to anyone as a message attachment.

Each artwork is accompanied by a comprehensive Information
Sheet, which can be activated directly in augmented reality,
containing all the descriptive and technical information, and the
price of the artwork, as well as all the information and contacts
relating to the artist or art gallery.

By simply scanning the QR Code Card from within the
Artinside Gallery+ app, visitors are taken directly and
automatically into the digital pavilion connected to the QR
Code Card, with the rooms and artworks materializing around
them in augmented reality.

The Information Sheets make it easy for visitors to get in touch
with the exhibitors, so that they can then proceed independently
with the subsequent stages of buying and selling artworks.
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About the cost of the Artinside Gallery+ platform
Artebinaria is a tech company, and could have included its
own e-commerce system in Artinside Gallery+. It is, however,
the company's firm opinion that the buying and selling of works
of art, as unique and valuable assets, must necessarily pass
through traditional human relations - involving artists, art
galleries, agents, collectors and art dealers - and is not suited
to pure e-commerce, which is more suited to the buying and
selling of consumer goods.
Precisely for this reason, Artinside Gallery+ does not contain
any form of sale of the artworks exhibited, and consequently
Artebinaria does not receive in any way, either directly or
indirectly, any form of commission for the sale of the artworks
displayed in the pavilions.

The artist, or art gallery, renting their own pavilion will pay
Artebinaria:
- 40€ for a period of one month's exhibition (renewable month
by month at the artist's discretion).
- 120€ for a six-month exhibition period (renewable from month
to month at the discretion of the artist).
The cost also includes:
- The provision of the personal QR Code Card, which allows
the promotion of one's own Pavilion.
- The possibility, at the discretion of the artist or art gallery, to
change the composition of the rooms of their pavilion, with
different artworks, once a month.
Additional Service (Optional):

Artebinaria charges artists and art galleries a fee solely for
the setting up and maintenance of an augmented reality
pavilion, consisting of 5 rooms with 5 artworks displayed in
each room (for a total of 25 artworks).

- 150€ for an Augmented Reality video shot in Florence:
Artebinaria offers you the chance to make a professional video
of your Pavilion, displayed in Augmented Reality in an
evocative location in Florence. The service includes outdoor
recording of your video, editing and post production. The
duration of the video is about 1 minute for each room.
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1 MONTH

6 MONTHS

One month exhibition with possibily of renewal

Six months exhibition, renewable.
Possibility of changing the contents of the rooms
once a month.

40 €

120 €

ADDITIONAL SERVICE (OPTIONAL)
A video of your Pavlion in Augmented Reality, shot in Florence.

150 €
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Artebinaria is a tech company, based in Florence (Italy), founded in 2019 by Alessandro Bemporad, and totally dedicated
to the production of augmented reality applications and services in the field of art history (Artinside Museum and Artinside
Leonardo) and contemporary art (Artinside Gallery+).

ARTINSIDE GALLERY+

ARTINSIDE LEONARDO

ARTINSIDE MUSEUM
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www.artebinaria.it

@artebinaria

info@artebinaria.it

@artebinaria

www.youtube.com/c/Artebinaria-AugmentedImagination
www.linkedin.com/company/artebinaria-augmented-imagination

